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.RELIGIONS OR BELIEFS

- Anti-Catholic Tract in Bemidji

*September 26, 1996*—The Minneapolis Star Tribune reported today "The Catholic Defense League has asked the Minnesota Attorney General’s office to investigate a 15 page tract attacking the Roman Catholic Church that was mailed to everyone in the Bemidji, Minnesota area. The tract accuses the church of plotting to take over the world and having had a hand in the assassinations of several presidents, including Abraham Lincoln and William McKinley. The tract apparently was sent to everyone in the 56601 ZIP Code, said officials of the Catholic Defense League. ‘Obviously, the purveyors of this hateful tract do not believe in ecumenism or even in brotherly love’, said Rosemary Kassekert of the Defense League."

*ROBIN Report Form: Articles 2&3, 1981 UN Declaration*
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